PHOTOGRAPHY
The Absolute Wedding Package - $1,600
~Up to 10 hours of coverage
~All rights to photos
~Up to 1,000 edited photos
~Digital download delivery
The Classic Wedding Package -$1,400
~Up to 8 hours of coverage
~All rights to photos
~Up to 800 edited photos
~Digital download delivery
The Standard Wedding Package - $1,200
~Up to 6 hours of coverage
~All rights to photos
~Up to 600 edited photos
~Digital download delivery

VIDEOGRAPHY
* Videography is split into two, very different services. The first — ‘The Cinematic Highlight Reel’ — is a
highly produced video (color correction, cropping, transitions, etc) that includes slow motion shots and
music. You can find examples here: thomashedges.org/w-e. ’The Standard Documentation Package’ is
the more traditional, home video-style, straight capturing of the wedding’s most important moments:
the ceremony, toasts, dances, cake cutting. These moments are then strung together into a longer form
highlight video that ends up being about 45 minutes long. We don’t provide examples of ’The
Standard Documentation Package’ on the website due to length.
The Cinematic Highlight Reel Package - $1,800
~Up to 8 hours of coverage
~Up to 5 minutes of finished, edited video
~Digital download delivery
The Standard Documentation Package - $1,000
~Up to 8 hours of coverage
~Digital download delivery

FEATURED ADD-ONS
Engagement Session - $500 (weekday); $700 (weekend)
Wedding Album - $1,000

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q. Do your video packages include delivery of raw footage?
A. No. We record in 4k and the files we end up with are, well, titanic. That being said, we also value
accommodation. So if having the raw footage is critical for you, we can usually work something out
(and into the price) to make sure you end up with what you need.
Q. What equipment do you use?
A. Our studio uses mainly Sony alpha cameras for photo — the Sony a7iii with a Sony Zeiss 55mm f/1.8
is our favorite combo — and a Canon C100 Mark ii for video. We also have wireless microphones,
digital recorders, tripods, flashes, a handheld gimbal and much more to play with.
Q. How does payment work?
A. We require a downpayment of 30%, which doubles as the reservation fee. The rest, 70%, is due the
day of the wedding. We mainly accept PayPal, Venmo and checks. For the 70% same-day payments
we offer a $100 discount if you can pay in cash.
Q. Do you work with a second photographer/videographer?
A. No. The most you’ll get from us is one photographer and one videographer per wedding. We
prefer not to be a distraction :)

